Instructions: Fill out the crossword using the hints below.

ACROSS
1 Term used to describe something toward the cheek
4 A large ridge that connects two cusps or slopes down from each cusp
8 The part of the mouth teeth sit in
10 The tooth used for initial biting
12 Another name for baby teeth
14 The white part of the tooth you brush
16 The part of the tooth above the gum
17 The number of teeth an adult usually has
18 The name of the bone within which the root is embedded
19 Decay of the tooth

DOWN
2 A whole in the tooth as a result of accumulation of bacteria
3 Makes up the majority of the tooth's volume
4 A bump on the surface of a tooth that is cone- or pyramidal-shaped
5 Term used to describe something toward the back of the mouth
6 The chewing surface of molars and premolars
7 The action of the molar
9 Another name for the third permanent molar
11 The teeth are composed of this mineral
13 Performs the act of tearing food
15 They carry information to and from the root